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Abstract 
Fractures of the distal humerus account for 5% of osteoporotic fractures in patients over 60 years. 
The osteoporotic field, comorbidities, and joint comminutions make it difficult to support. The 
objective of our work is to show the interest of the total elbow arthroplasty in pathological frac-
tures of the distal humerus. We report a unique case of a pathological fracture of the distal end 
immediately treated by total elbow arthroplasty in a 82-year-old patient whose biopsy reveals an 
evocative metastasis of clear cell adenocarcinoma of renal origin. In fractures of the distal hume-
rus disease in the elderly, the absolute necessity of rapid recovery of daily life activities can move 
towards a total joint arthroplasty or hemiarthroplasty. Total joint replacement is an alternative to 
the trauma in the elderly elbow. It uses semi-constrained implants allowing stable mounting and 
early mobilization through self-rehabilitation. 
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1. Introduction 
Fractures of the distal humerus account for 5% of osteoporotic fractures in patients over 60 years. The osteopo-
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rotic field, comorbidities, and articular comminutions make it difficult to support [1]. 
The objective of our work is to show the interest of the total elbow arthroplasty in pathological fractures of 

the distal humerus. 

2. Case Report 
This is a patient 82 years old, right-handed, having as an antecedent hypertension, atrial fibrillation, prostatect-
omy and parotid cyst. 

Our patient had pain in the right elbow for three weeks, following a wrong move causing acute pain and total 
functional impotence of the right arm. 

On examination: painful elbow edematous, with bruises without neurovascular disorders downstream. 
Our patient underwent radiographic assessment is an x-ray of the right elbow and face profile 
Our patient underwent radiographic assessment is an x-ray radiography face and right elbow profile (Figure 1) 

with an elbow CT (Figure 2) which has objectified a supra-condylar humerus fracture on a lytic lesion. 
A staging is required because of a bone scan which objectified the absence of other attachment points than the 

elbow. 
Thoracoabdominal scan which showed two lung nodules on the right and another left and a tumor mass in the 

left kidney (62 mm/58 mm). 
Our patient underwent total elbow prosthesis (Figure 3): the surgical approach was later centered on the ole-

cranon, neurolysis of the ulnar nerve, para-internal and external passing triceps. 
 

 
Figure 1. X-ray radiography face and right elbow profile.                          

 

 
Figure 2. Elbow CT image showing a supracondylar humerus fracture on a 
lytic lesion.                                                        
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Figure 3. Image showing the X-ray control of the elbow prosthesis.                  

 
An intraoperative biopsy objectified an evocative bone metastasis of a clear cell carcinoma of renal cells. The 

postoperative course was simple, with almost complete recovery of range of motion. 
The patient was transferred to a specialized center for additional support. 

3. Discussion 
The emergence of modern equipment screw locked mono or polyaxial allowed to modify the indications in 
fractures of the distal humerus, and expand the possibilities of osteosynthesis fractures on osteoporotic bones or 
pathological [2]. The primary objective of the bone of the distal end of the humerus is to achieve perfect primary 
stability of the fracture, allowing early rehabilitation essential for the recovery of normal mobility. In fractures 
of the distal humerus after low-energy trauma, and osteoporosis in the elderly, the importance of fracture com-
minution and the absolute necessity of rapid recovery of daily life activities can move towards a total joint arth-
roplasty or hemiarthroplasty [3] [4]. Complications of these fractures are common and can associate with vary-
ing degrees stiffness, periarticular ossification, malunion or nonunion. Treatment of sequelae is difficult to jus-
tify the optimal treatment of recent fractures. 

4. Conclusion 
Total joint replacement is an alternative to the trauma in the elderly elbow. It uses semi-constrained implants al-
lowing stable mounting and early mobilization by self rehabilitation. 
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